
The Botswana Public Officer’s Pension Fund wishes to express serious concern in regard to what appears to be deliberate and inaccurate 
statements about the BPOPF, which were reported in an article published in the Patriot on Sunday newspaper of 20 September 2020 
under the headline “NBFIRA clips BPOPF wings”.

The paper makes several allegations about the BPOPF relating to what they term; performance weaknesses in the BPOPF Board of 
Trustees, lack of oversight capability, tolerance to corrupt practices, and low performance ratings by external performance consultants. 
There are also allegations of “government interference” in the running of the affairs of the fund.

On allegations of Weaknesses in the BPOPF Board, it is stated that Non-Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory Authority introduced 
minimum qualification standards for board members in response to what the paper calls “a result of numerous blunders caused by 
poor oversight caused by failure by the Board of Directors to execute fiduciary functions diligently over management of assets 
at the BPOPF”. 

Further, that the weaknesses were allegedly identified by SquareLink - a firm engaged to assess the competency of the Trustees, who 
scored very low marks. The Board members, it is said, were found to be largely clueless about providing oversight for the Fund and 
that most of the Board members were found to be passive passengers who are unable to make effective decisions for BPOPF to prosper.

This statement is obviously false and misleading. The minimum qualification standards introduced by the Regulator were not meant to 
address alleged failures at the BPOPF because we do not know of any such failures. The BPOPF is led by competent and responsible 
Board of Director’s, whose fiduciary oversight capability and decision making is demonstrated it the organisation’s ability to remain 
going concern, even under the current difficult circumstances. 

The BPOPF has, over the years realised exponential growth in assets under management (AUM). The latest figures indicate total assets 
of the fund totalled BWP 67.17 billion as at 31st March, 2020 as opposed to BWP 66.52 billion last year and remains a fully funded 
entity. It is also a function of a properly run Pension Fund that the organisation has always maintained “unqualified audit opinion” 
since inception. It therefore, cannot be true to suggest that this healthy state of business can be achieved under clueless leadership.

The other baseless allegation refers to the Board’s external performance rating, which has been referred to as “very low”, casting 
aspersions on the ability of the Board to perform its fiduciary responsibilities effectively. The truth of the matter is that BPOPF 
Trustees’ performance for the year 2018/19 was rated at 87% and the same performance rate was attained for the year 2019/20. 
Both years’ performance reviews, conducted by SquareLink (Pty) Ltd are available on request to the paper, should it wish to confirm.

The Patriot on Sunday continues to allege that government has long shown a desire to take control of the BPOPF but were blocked 
by former Chief Executive Officer of the BPOPF, Ms Boitumelo Molefe, who consistently resisted pressure from government officials 
to submit to their demands. It is further alleged that “In the build up to her termination, the Patriot can confirm that Masisi 
summoned Molefe, BPOPF Board Chairman Solomon Mantswe to a meeting in an attempt to reign in Molefe and intimidate 
the BPOPF leadership into subordinating themselves to state machinery”. The OP meeting followed a failed attempt earlier by 
Mandlebe to summon Molefe and Mantswe to read them the riot act”.

The truth of the matter is that the meeting with the Office of the President was initiated by the BPOPF as part of its stakeholder 
engagement initiatives. The Government, being the main sponsor is a significant stakeholder of the BPOPF. These meetings are 
necessary as they afford the Fund and Government a platform to consult on matters that are critical to the economic growth of the 
country and on any other matters of mutual interest.

It is therefore, false to suggest that government has ever harboured intentions to interfere with the operations of the fund and His 
Excellency President Mokgweetsi Eric Keabetswe Masisi has never summoned the Chairperson of the BPOPF and its former CEO for 
any meeting. 

Further, the Chief Executive Officer of the BPOPF is an employee of the fund and has no power and control over the Board. The Board 
is the sole entity that is responsible for all policy decisions in terms of the King IV Governance Principles. The other allegation that, 
just before she left BPOPF, Molefe signed a lucrative contract for a public relations & Marketing Consultancy to HotWirePR, a company 
owned by Kabelo Binns is devoid of the truth. The BPOPF has in place procurement processes and structures for the appointment of 
service providers. 

The procurement process was adhered to in the appointment of all the BPOPF’s service providers, including HotWire. Our offices are 
open to receive any information to the contrary.

Lasty, we have noted with concern that the Patriot on Sunday has maintained an unusual practice of always writing one-sided stories 
about the BPOPF and its Board of Trustees. We therefore, wish to indicate that we will always be willing to interact with its reporters 
or those from other media houses who may desire to obtain information and or clarifications of any sorts from the BPOPF. 
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